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Our client is the world’s leading source of information in the financial, legal, tax 

and accounting, scientific, healthcare and media markets. With more than 

55,000 employees in over 100 countries, employee engagement is critical to 

their success. 
 

Challenge 
Our client was using more than 300 resourcing suppliers across the UK through 

a preferred supplier list. This was a complex system for hiring managers to use 

and led to a number of challenges, including: 
 

 inconsistent rates and margins 

 lack of compliance by contractors and suppliers 

 limited governance regarding spend, headcount, trends and skills 

 managers overwhelmed by agency paperwork, calls and CVs 

 lack of consistency in terms and conditions across suppliers. 
 

Solution 
Our client called on ManpowerGroup Solutions’ expertise to design and 

implement a new recruitment strategy that would increase productivity whilst 

improving quality and standardising their recruitment across all locations. 
 

We worked closely with our client to understand their business and identify any 

areas of concern. This information was used to design a bespoke set of 

recruitment solutions tailored specifically to their challenges, including 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) and a Managed Service Programme 

(MSP). 
 

The remit included all contract, temporary, permanent (including internal 

mobility), graduate, intern recruitment and ad-hoc projects. To minimise the 

disruption for the client’s staff, we provided a dedicated migration team to 

manage the change process. Our immediate step was to initiate supplier 

management and rationalisation to tackle inconsistencies in the service and to 

generate immediate cost savings with a smaller, trusted, preferred supplier list 

(PSL) – managed by ManpowerGroup Solutions. 
 

We developed a fully integrated (client branded) service as an extension of their 

in-house delivery team. This ensured a seamless service through our dedicated 

onsite team, with specialist resource focusing on the individual business units, 

providing enhanced support and resource planning. We also introduced low-cost 



direct sourcing channels to further enable the partnership to procure high-quality 

candidates without additional supplier fees. Our solution is flexible and scalable 

to reflect volumes and market conditions. 
 

As an added value service, we also deliver training workshops for our client’s 

managers, focusing on using interviews and other key recruitment processes to 

maximise the procurement of high-performing staff. 
 

As an RPO partner, ManpowerGroup Solutions manage all of the time-

consuming recruitment tasks and administration, enabling our client’s managers 

to reduce their workload and just get involved in the key decisions that help 

shape their workforce. 
 

Result 
Through the introduction of cost saving initiatives and a well-negotiated PSL, 

ManpowerGroup Solutions have delivered significant cost savings to our client 

of £3 million over the last three years.  
 

By adopting a scalable onsite team, we were able to flex the resource provided 

in line with the volume of vacancies we were recruiting for. This approach also 

ensured that our client’s managers were able to significantly reduce the time 

they spent on recruitment, which had a direct impact on increasing their 

productivity in core functions. 
 

Our recruitment expertise and tried and tested channels enabled our client to 

increase the quality of their new employees whilst also reducing the time-to-hire 

for both permanent and contractor recruitment. Some of our key deliverables on 

this contract include: 
 

 a reduced PSL from over 300 suppliers to 1 – ManpowerGroup Solutions – 

providing a direct RPO model, which has created a rationalised and 

effective second tier supplier base to support with niche roles 

 cost savings equivalent of £1million each year 

 time-to-fill for external permanent recruitment reduced from 42 to 38 days 

 437 onsite contractors currently managed by ManpowerGroup Solutions 

 1,000 successful permanent hires over the last 12 months 
 

This relationship will result in a dramatic improvement in service and will also 

give us access to truly world-class capabilities. 

Global HR Director 

About ManpowerGroup Solutions 
ManpowerGroup Solutions provides clients with outsourcing services related to 

human resources functions, primarily in the areas of large-scale recruiting and 

workforce-intensive initiatives that are outcome-based, thereby sharing in the risk and 

reward with our clients. Our solutions offerings include Talent Based Outsourcing, 

Managed Service Programmes, Borderless Talent Solutions and Recruitment Process 

Outsourcing, where we are one of the largest providers of permanent and contingent 

recruitment in the world. 
 

For further information please contact solutions@manpowergroup.co.uk 
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